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Introduction 
 

The problem of existence - survival has been one of the most urgent problems that preoccupied old 
man as well as new man. 
 
Generally speaking, this problem is mysterious, nevertheless, man didn’t overlook it, because it is 
connected with a strong meaning inside him which is the desire to survive,  and to desire something 
confirms the existence of this something, and the stronger is the desire, the more it confirms the 
existence of this something. 
 
Immortality - survival, as well, is connected with knowledge and wisdom, respecting the old people 
stems from the feeling of what they have gained from experiences and knowledge in the course of 
their long life, wise people - thinkers, etc. 
 
The problem of immortality - survival is connected with the comprehensive understanding of the 
universe, and nature of our role in it, and the feeling of nativity that follows and consequently feeling 
satisfied & grateful. 
 
The problem of immortality - survival has existed for thousands of years, it wouldn’t be exaggerated 
if I say since our existence, even though it has been expressed differently though the ages. The 
feeling of survival was the motive of the primitive man to bury his dead out of respecting them after 
their death as if they were still “existing”, it built the pyramids and fortresses for the great people, 
many old books declare the faith of returning man to life again after death, and up to our present age 
the feeling of survival is still there represented by believing in recompense, punishment and judgment 
after death - judgment day. 
 
Studies of that problem were focused on the essence of life, death, creation, God and religion, in 
what is known as the science of “Philosophy” and “Existentialism”. 
 
However, all the sciences we have reached are no more than opinions. 
 
Nevertheless, since early twenties more obvious specific wave and more believing in the desire of 
reaching truth as much specific as possible. Those serious attempts were represented by studying 
supernatural phenomena. A new science to study those phenomena was established - the science of 
“Parapsychology” - it deals with everything considered mysterious and strange by the world - (such 
as: telepathy - magic - remote sensing of feeling - mind reading . which are all considered as 
phenomena related to the existence of a special being for man that has characteristics that differ from 
his “physical” characteristics), those phenomena were dealt with scientifically,  assumptions - similar 
to scientific assumptions - were made to deduce the primary rules that scientific assumptions - were 
made to deduce to the primary rules that control what was accustomed  to be “invisible” by the 
people . Among those who carried out those serious attempts: Dr. “Andria Buharish” who made 
extensive studies about telepathy and accounted for it scientifically, and “Cliff Paxter” who proved 
by scientific experiments that plants have the ability to feel, perceive and respond to the ideas of 
people! “Raymond Moody” who made a unique study about the phenomenon of man’s leaving his 
body by getting out of it and converting into absolute perception based on amazing facts and exciting 
experiments. 
 
However, all those attempts, though they are objective and respected by the world - for the first time 
in history - they haven’t yet reached as specific results as physical sciences, this, in my opinion, is due 
to, two reasons: 
 



 

1- They are still new. 
2- The method of research itself is: traditional, that does not suit the nature of the problems being 
studied. “We must, first of all, find a suitable method to handle these problems”. 
 
Therefore I followed a new method in handling these problems - (Immortality - knowledge - 
supernatural phenomena which are classified “Metaphysical”) I hope that this method will allow a 
greater degree of specification. So the starting point is to take a “new” “rational” method of study. 
 
From here I’ll start the book. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. The Supernatural Immortal Being of  Living 
Being or Object "SIBLO" 1– The non- 

existent universe "n.e.u." 
 

Assume a particle “A”, and since it is a particle, it takes up space, let it be a point 2 which is “3,4,3”at 
moment T. (Figure 1) 
 

 
(Figure 1) shows the position of particle A at moment T 

 
Therefore any point other than point “3,4,3” will not contain this particle, such as the three points 
“2,3,5”, “5,3,2”, “2,5,2” or any other point up to infinity for the X,Y,Z axes at moment T. 
  
In other words, we can say that any point within the sphere whose center is the point “3,4,3” and 
whose radius is infinity does not include particle “A”. 
  

                                                           
1
 Supernatural Immortal Being of the Living being - Object “SIBLO” means also the “Self” or the “Soul” of 

the living being – object. 

 
2
 I assumed that this particle takes up a point because this does not influence the overall structure of the theory 

for the sake of simplification. 



 

That means that the whole universe does not include particle “A” except at point “3,4,3” at moment 
T. 
  
Therefore, all other points in the universe “there is no particle A in them”; particle “A” is non-
existent in them. And “there is no particle A in them” is equivalent in meaning to “Particle A is 
found in them in a fashion that does not exist”! Or it is equivalent to “they have particle A in a non-
existent fashion”. 
  
The latter expression “in a fashion that does not exist” or “in a non-existent fashion” though it 
seems that it means nothing but the exclusion of having particle “A” at any point other than “3,4,3”, 
however, it has another meaning I’ll  presented in the following paragraph. 
 

1.1 The non-existent particle 

 
“Panisch Hoftman”, the American physicist, says that there is something called negative matter,  
which has a negative mass less than zero and it has negative and positive charges, and this negative 
matter repels ordinary matter, it has anti attractive forces, and negative inertia, these problems are 
difficult to imagine, not to mention discuss. 
  
The scientist “Dirak” also predicted the presence of the anti-matter, which is the matter that has a 
positive mass but it has an anti-charge relative to the corresponding ordinary matter, science admitted 
it. 
 
But what I mean here by “the non-existent particle” or “the non-existent matter” is that it is a matter 
that does not have a mass nor a charge! and neither of the other physical properties!! 
 
What is the nature of a matter that does not have a mass nor a charge?!! 
 
Simply it does not exist! This is true, but it exists in a “non-existent” fashion or it exists “without 
existence”, relative to our world it is "non-existent" or it "doesn’t exist", but relative to its world it 
exists! 
 
All the points of the universe exclude particle “A”- except point “3,4,3” - or they have the 
phenomenon of “the nonexistence of particle A” i.e. they have “non-existent A”. 
 
“A that does not exist”. 
 
“The non-existent A”. 
 
There is “the non-existent A” particle. 
  
I repeat “THERE IS”! which means that “the non-existent A” does affect all other points of the 
universe due to all that result from non-existing “A” there. It is obvious that point “3,2,5” for 
example assumed another state that is totally different due to having “the non-existent A” in it, since 
if “the non-existent A” is not found there it will inevitably have none other than particle “A”. “A” 
does not exist at point “3,2,5” therefore at that point there is the phenomenon of “A non-existence” 
because there is an opposite difference between the existence or nonexistence of A, then that point 



 

has been actually influenced by the existence of “the non-existent A” in it, then “the non-existent A” 
does exist!! 3 
  
Any item - something - certain physical being, if not existing somewhere its opposite will certainly 
exist! In this place there will exist “this non-existent something”! “This very non-existent 
something”! And nothing else! The whole universe will not contain this something - i.e. it will 
contain this very non-exist thing – except at its actual physical place in the universe. 
  
Therefore regarding the existence of particle “A”, the universe is divided into two totally opposite 
parts: 
  
The first part: it contain particle “A”, point “3,4,3”. 
  
The second part: it doesn’t contain particle “A”, i.e. it contains “the non-existent A” particle, all the 
other points till infinity in all directions. 
 
1.2 Characteristics of the non-existent particle 

 
It is a particle with (mass negative) (m~) and not (Negative Mass) (–M). 
 
It has (charge negative) (s~) and not (Negative Charge) (–S). 
 
It has (time negative) (t~) and not (Negative Time) (–T). 
 
It has (place negative) (p~) and not (Negative Place) (–P). 
 
And (mass negative), (charge negative), (time negative) and (place negative) which are meanings 
impossible for us to understand, because we are now positive and obey a positive system in 
everything even thinking. The elements of this system are all (let them be positive) coming from 
beings of positive mass, charge, time and place, all those beings combined represent the universe. 
 
But (mass negative), (charge negative), (time negative) and (place negative) are defined in a universe 
that has similar characteristics!, i.e. a universe that excludes all the items of our universe, i.e. it has the 
phenomenon of  having all those items themselves in a "non-existent" way! 
 
It is not correct to confuse (mass negative) with (Negative Mass), the latter is what “Panisch 
Hoftman” talked about as a (Negative Mass) if available will not exceed the boundaries of the 
positive universe, as this expression means that it is a “mass” but it has a negative weight, but it’s a 
mass in definition. 
 
But the expression (mass negative) means that the non-existent particle does not have any mass at all 
but it is characterized by the property of “Opposite Mass Concept” and this opposite is impossible 

                                                           
3 But it is not a physical existence; rather, it is supernatural phenomenon with an actual effect on our physical 

world. “The non-existence of something somewhere” does affect the physical existence and the physical laws. 

The sentence “non-existence of something somewhere” I called “the existence of this non-existent something 

itself at this place” they are exactly equivalent! 



 

for us to understand. It is the same thing regarding (charge negative), (time negative), and (place 
negative). 4 
 
1.3 The "non-existent universe" "n.e.u." 

 
All the other particles existing in the universe totally comply with the same things above. 
 
Each particle has a corresponding “non-existent” particle, and this non-existent must be “belonging 
to it alone” as there is a difference between particle “A” and any other particle like “B” for example, 
so “the non-existent A” must be different from “the non-existent B”. 
 
To clarify this, I’ll present the following two examples: 
 
The two numbers 7,9 are positive and their corresponding negative numbers are -7 , -9 respectively, 
of course, there is a difference in value between -7 and -9 because there is a difference in value 
between 7 and 9 in the first place. 
 
The same holds true for two objects such as “a stone” and “a plant”, they both have physical 
existence in the universe, and their non-existent beings are “non-existent stone” and “non-existent 
plant”, it is logical to deduce that there is a difference between that “non-existent stone” and “non-
existent plant”, and that they don’t have common supernatural properties because there is a 
difference between a stone and a plant. 
 
The same applies to any item in the universe; it has “its own” "non-existent" item. 
 
All the items of the universe have "non-existent" items. 
 
And since all the items have combined through time to form “the universe” as we know it now, all 
the non-existent items have combined (inversely), in turn and at the same time 5 and formed the 
“non-existent universe”! which has exactly similar properties like the non-existent particle. 
 
1.4 Time of the "non-existent universe" t~ 

 
If we assume that the time of the universe is positive (+) and the course of action or the course of 
this time is as in the direction shown in (Figure 2). 

 

                                                           
4 Assume these symbols: mass negative m~, charge negative s~, time negative t~, place negative P~, to 

distinguish them from negative mass -M, negative charge -S, Negative Time -T, and Negative Place -P 

respectively. 

The expression, (mass negative) m~ = (non-existent mass) or (mass that does not exist relative to our universe, 

however, it does have a physical effect on it)! And so are the rest of the expressions. 
5
 At the same time, this will be explained in the following paragraph. 



 

 
 (Figure 2) shows the direction of the time of both the universe and the "non-existent universe" 

 
The time of the "non-existent universe" (t~) will go in the same direction, and not in the opposite 
direction, because the items of this time represented by the nature of its (non-existent) matter are: 
mass negative, charge negative, time negative, place negative, and not negative mass, negative charge, 
negative time, and negative place. If these items were : negative mass, negative charge, negative time, 
and negative place the direction of their time would be opposite to the direction on the time of the 
universe i.e. negative time (-T) but those items are items that (inversely) existed at the same moment 
of the existence of the original items, their movement and development were taking place at the same 
moment of the movement and development of the original items, i.e. the course of their action is in 
the same direction of the course of actions of the universe, and the direction of their time is in the 
same direction of the time of the universe. 
 
And this resulted in making all the happenings of “the non-existent universe” opposite to the 
happenings of the universe - but in an opposite way - and this is impossible to imagine. No one can 
imagine the meaning of “motion negative” and not “negative motion”, “negative motion” means 
returning or getting back, but “motion negative” does not have any definition at all. 
  
In the course of action in the universe its corresponding non-existent happening takes place at the 
same moment in “the non-existent universe” as their times are always identical. 
 
And the object, any object, is formed due to the combination of a certain number of particles, this 
combination is a motion resulting from an infinity number of previous happenings, and since motion 
in the universe corresponds to “motion negative” in “the "non-existent universe"”, so the sum of 
“negative motions” that happen at the time of forming the object in the universe, will lead to the 
“result of  the universe’s happenings negative” - inversely - i.e. it will lead to “inversely non-existing 
the object” in the "non-existent universe", and not “non-existing the object only” because the latter 
statement means that we introduced it into the framework of the positive world and positive 
thinking! 
 
But “inversely non-existing the object” means that it is still in its non-existent world with all its 
characteristics, and it indicated “the nonexistence of the object” but “in an inverse way” which is 
impossible to imagine, i.e. the "non-existent universe" in a lack of this object, but this lack is not 
positive but it is negative - “non-existence negative”! 
 
And if we apply this to everything, then “the non-existent universe” is “an inversely non-existent 
universe”, and this confirms its existence to us. 
 
“Inversely non-existent” means to our positive world and thought “negative existent negative” and 

“negative×negative=positive”, “existence positive”, i.e. - the "non-existent universe" - does exist! 



 

 
Everything, insect, bird, man, has a “non-existent equivalent” “inversely non-existent” in an 
“inversely non-existent universe” which I termed "non-existent universe" “n.e.u.”. 
 
1.5 Place of the "non-existent universe" p~ 

 

 

 
 

(Figure 3) 
 
At any moment, let it be T, assuming the existence of 10 particles A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I, &J for 
example (Figure 3) at points: 
 
A at point “3,4,3”, B at point “3,2,5”, C at point “5,3,2”, D at point “2,5,2”, .. 
  
At point: “3,4,3” there are particle “A” and “the non-existent b” particle (b~) and “the non-existent 
c” particle (c~) and “the non-existent d” particle (d~) and particles e~,f~,g~,h~,i~,j~, as well as “all 
the other non-existent universe’s particles without exception”!! 
 
And point “3,2,5” contain particle “B” and “non-existent a” particle (a~) and “the non-existent c” 
particle (c~) and “the non-existent d” particle (d~) e~,f~,g~, as well as “all the other non-existent 
universe’s particles without exception”!! 
 
And point “5,3,2” contain particle (C) and the “non-existent a” particle (a~) and “the non-existent b” 
particle (b~) and “the non-existent d” particle (d~), as well as “all the  other non-existent universe’s 
particles without exception”!! 
 
And the same applies to the points that contain particles D,E,F,G,H, .. 
 
From here we find that every point or position contain a particle or any item containing the whole 
"non-existent universe"! And this universe is duplicated for infinity times! I.e. each item in it is 
attached to itself infinitely and its size is infinity, and continuous except at its point of existence in the 
universe, and this reflects to us – as I said – the impossibility of understanding or imagining the 
meaning of p~ (the non-existent place). 

 



 

2. Existence & Immortality of  the 
Supernatural Immortal Being of  Living Being 

or Object “SIBLO” 
 

2.1 Inevitability principle 

 

Any event or action taking place in the universe is the result of a series of preceding causes that made 

it happen. In fact the number of those events making this event/action happen is infinity. Any event 

has a preceding event that made it happen, this latter event has another preceding event that makes it 

happen and so has the latter event. Moreover, an event or an action taking place in the universe is the 

cause of another succeeding event or action taking it happens. 

 

For example the event of birth of a living being on Earth is the result of an infinity number of 

preceding events that have - inevitably - led to make the birth of that living being, in particular, 

happen; in this time, in particular. The same thing applies to the event of death. 

 

Without the occurrence of an event that causes certain event (birth/death for example) it won’t take 

place. However, this assumption won’t happen since each event, has a single subsequent event that 

must inevitably and accurately take place. 

 

Also every event making another event happen, has an infinity number of other events making it 

happen. 

 

And (Figure 4) shows the course of action of a certain event (Q): 

 

 
(Figure 4) 

 

In the figure we find that the course of action of the event Q started due to an infinity number of 

events the first of which to appear in the figure is the event: 

 

J which led to the event K which led to the event L which led to the event M and so on till the event 

(Q) was made.  And the event Q led to the event R which led to the event S which led to the event T 

and so on to infinity events. 

 

And the event J had been preceded by an infinity number of successive events that made it happen. 

And so did any other event. And the event T will be succeeded by an infinity number of other 

events. 



 

 

This is what I mean by the “Inevitability Principle”, i.e. the inevitability of any event, whatsoever, to 

take place as an inevitable result also of an infinity number of events causing it to happen, accurately 

in content, and accurately in timing. 

 

All our movement in life as well as the movement of everything and all events at all obeys that 

principle. Every event taking place will inevitably happen due to the existence of the causes that make 

it happen, in particular, if such causes are not available it won’t happen, rather, another allowable 

event will take place because its conditions as well as its elements of occurrence are available and 

fulfilled. 

 

Since everything took place had to take place! Every event whatever small or big it may be, is logical 

and inevitable, and has an extremely accurate time to take place! Exactly. 

 
●●●◊●●●◊●●● 

  
The event of forming something is preceded by an infinity number of events that made it happen. 

 

With the occurrence of each of these infinity events “Inversely event negative” used to occur in the 

"non-existent universe" and at the same moment! Also, the infinity events that led to the occurrence 

of any event in the course of action of events which leads to the formation of the object event, with 

the occurrence of either of them its opposite used to occur (inversely) in the "non-existent universe" 

at the same moment, since the time in both of them is always identical and in the same direction, and 

(Figure 5) demonstrates that each event taking place in the universe has a non-existent counterpart at 

the same moment in the "non-existent universe". 

 

 
(Figure 5) 

 
In the figure, we find that at the same moment of occurrence of any event  causing the occurrence of  

the event V for example in the universe the same "non-existent event" used to take place in the 



 

"non-existent universe" (the time in both of them is identical and in the same direction). And this led 

to the occurrence of the (non-existent V) (v~) in the "non-existent universe" at the same moment 

when the event V takes place in the universe. And (non-existent V) (v~) means (inversely V 

negative), or the opposite of V but in an inverse of fashion which makes it impossible to describe 

this non-existent event. 

 

Therefore, the formation of the object in the universe means that (inversely result negative) occurs. 

I.e. (the negative of its formation inversely) in the "non-existent universe" at the same moment. That 

means, also, that with the end 6 of the object in the universe (inversely result negative) occurs. i.e. 

(inversely end negative), in the "non-existent universe", at the same moment. 

 

The meaning of (inversely end negative) is the existence of it by itself   in the non-existent inverse   

inversely! Since (end negative) means existence! 

 

It must be “it by itself” since the events causing the “end” result had their inverse events “inversely” 

at the same moment in the "non-existent universe". Therefore, their result will, inevitably, be the 

inverse result that took place in the universe -“the end”-; for what? For the same thing since every 

event that took place belonged to it alone and affected it! i.e. its inverse used to take place (inversely) 

on “the same non-existent object”, and so long as it lead to “the end” of this object here, it will lead 

to “forming” “the same non-existent object” (inversely) there in the "non-existent universe"!! 

 

Everything has a “non-existent counterpart” (inversely) having its inverse state - at any moment - in 

the "non-existent universe". 

 

We can write down these two expressions; “formation” “end” as well as other expressions in a table 

demonstrating their meanings in both the universe and the non-existent universe as the following 

table: 7 

(Table 1) 

(At the same moment) 

the non-existent universe The Universe 

inversely event negative Event 

inversely event negative meaning  Event Positive Meaning 

inversely existence - inverse end  existence + existence 

inversely end - inverse 
existence 

 end + end 

inversely success - inverse 
failure 

 success + success 

inversely birth - inverse 
death 

 birth + birth 

inversely death - inverse 
birth 

 death + death 

                                                           
6
 The words: formation - end will be more specific later. 

 
7
 The meanings, “inverse end”, “inverse existence” and “inverse failure” are the end, existence and failure but 

inversely and they are impossible to describe, exactly as it is impossible to define “the end”, “the existence” 
and “the failure” for a non-existent person living in the "non-existent universe". 



 

 

The same previous analysis applies to any living being including man. 

 

Therefore the event of birth of the living being - the man in the universe corresponds to the event of 

“inverse death” for it - him in the "non-existent universe". And the event of death of the living being 

- the man in the universe corresponds to the event of “inverse birth” for it - him in the "non-existent 

universe". 

 

And the meaning of “inverse death” event of the living being - the man in the "non-existent 

universe" is that it was directly preceded by a state of “inverse life” for it - him in this universe! I.e. 

the living being - the man used to live “an inverse life” in the "non-existent universe" up to the 

moment of his birth! 

 

And this proves the existence of a Supernatural being for every Living being - man “SL” that 

transfers from and to both the universe and the "non-existent universe", and this being belongs to 

the living being - man in particular, and this applies also to everything - Object, it has its own “SO” 

transfers from and to both of the two universes to the other. 

 

To be accurate, what happens is the fall or taking up of this “SL” in a materialistic physical being, this 

is “birth” in the universe, it corresponds to - at the same moment - “inverse death” for it in the 

"non-existent universe" or the action of inverse leave or being free- without coming back - for his 

“SL” out of the inverse materialistic being it used to take up! and the event of death for the living 

being - man in the universe or the action of liberating his “SL” without coming back and leaving the 

materialistic being completely corresponds to the event of “inverse birth” i.e. inverse fall for this 

same being in inverse physical being in the "non-existent universe" - inverse fall or taking up that is 

impossible to imagine! 

 

2.2 Every "SIBLO" is immortal 

 

The existence of this "SIBLO" in the universe is the resultant of two forces, forces of attraction or 

survival forces that serve to attract it or keep it in the universe, and forces of repulsion or extinction 

forces that drive it out of the universe. And in every moment a change of the formation as well as a 

change of the physical being state taken up by the "SIBLO" takes place though too slight to notice. 

I.e. the formation and state of this physical being it used to have one moment previously ends, this 

actually happens, which indicates that forces of attraction and forces of repulsion change in value 

every moment. 

 

This change may lead to increasing the correlation between the "SIBLO" and this physical being (it 

will be an attraction moment for it to the universe), or it may lead to reducing its correlation with the 

physical being (it will be a repulsion moment for it from the universe). 

 

If the attraction forces are greater than repulsion forces, the attraction of the "SIBLO" will, 

accordingly increase and it will also be far from moving to the "non-existent universe". And vice 

versa, if the repulsion forces are greater than attraction forces the attraction of the "SIBLO" to the 

universe will accordingly reduce and will be near the "non-existent universe". 



 

 

So if we give the repulsion forces the symbol A, and give the attraction forces the symbol B, then: 

 

A+B = 1 

The maximum of either of them = 1 

at A = 1          B = 0 

at B = 1         A = 0 

at A>B          a moment of repulsion. 

at A<B          a moment of attraction. 

at A = B        (a moment of rest), it occurs when reversing the direction of motion of the "SIBLO". 

 

When A reaches maximum, B = O, thereupon “end of existence” or “death” occurs to the physical 

being which is controlled by the "SIBLO" in the universe. The meaning of  the expression “end of 

existence” “death” of the physical being is the end  of its own formation which distinguishes it with 

certain thing, so that, something else or a set of things produced by the end or death or break up or 

decay of that thing.  It has other characteristics that make it differ, in definition, from the original 

thing. The same thing applies completely to the living being, it dies or its physical being ends so that 

it will be replaced by the appearance of a thing or a set of other things with other characteristics. 

 

And when this event “end” - “death”, “an inverse existence” or “inverse birth” or “inverse 

formation” will take place to this “same” materialistic being (inversely) in the "non-existent universe" 

at the same moment. 

 

This same materialistic being formed “inversely” in the "non-existent universe", must be 

accompanied by and inherent in its own "SIBLO" immediately, i.e. the "SIBLO" of this materialistic 

formation will exist in the "non-existent universe", to live a universe life that is impossible to describe 

or understand! 

 

Then “the inverse attraction forces” and “the inverse repulsion forces” will start conflicting 

(inversely). 

 

And when “the inverse repulsion force” - which drive the "SIBLO" out of the "non-existent 

universe" - reach “an inverse” maximum by destroying the inverse materialistic being it takes up, “the 

inverse attraction forces” - which attract the "SIBLO" to the "non-existent universe" - will not exist 

(inversely), i.e. the materialistic being control by the "SIBLO" will “cease to exist” or “die” (inversely) 

in the "non-existent universe". 

 

And the meaning of this event is that  this materialistic being will be formed in the universe and as a  

result its own "SIBLO" will inevitably move to it, i.e. the "SIBLO" itself will “form” - will “be born” 

- will “transfer” to the universe again, by “itself” I mean by “itself” not with the previous materialistic 

form as it is impossible, but what is meant is the supernatural being itself of the living being - object 

which will come back and appear effectively and taking up another materialistic being, but it is closely 

similar to the previously taken up materialistic being - I’ll review this again in the second appendix of 

this book. 

 



 

Then the conflict between forces of attraction and forces of repulsion will start again in “the 

universe” till the materialistic being “ends” or “dies” in the universe thus it will “form” “be born” in 

the “"non-existent universe"” (inversely), therefore  its "SIBLO" will move to it at once, then this 

materialistic being will die (inversely) “there” to be born - formed “here” to have its own "SIBLO" 

transferred to it, and therefore  a supernatural being of the living being - of the object "SIBLO" will 

move to infinity. 8 

 

Every time the "SIBLO" comes back - just comes back either accompanied by a materialistic being 

or not - to the universe, it will acquire new “characteristics” and “experiences” proportional to the 

changes occurred - according to the course of action of the infinity events in the universe - during 

the period of its absence. 

 

It may come back and appear effectively taking up the form of an animal or a plant or an inanimate. 

etc.. with different probabilities. 

 

And each life time of the "SIBLO" either in the universe or in the "non-existent universe" is 

determined by the rate of increasing repulsion forces or the rate of reducing attraction forces in both 

of them. It may be as short as a few moments or it may be as long as hundreds of thousands of years. 

 

Therefore every living being - object has an immortal supernatural being "SIBLO" that never ends. 9 

 

This being moves between the universe and the "non-existent universe" inherent in a materialistic 

being in harmony with it, and this materialistic being forms and breaks up or born and dies (not it by 

itself) in the universe and the "non-existent universe" (inversely) in an infinity eternity .. (Figure 6.a) 

shows the birth and death of a certain materialistic being (e.g. man) in both the universe and the 

"non-existent universe" in which supernatural being of it accompanies it to infinity and since infinity 

as well. 

 

The definition of immortal being is what cannot be expressed in terms of our common language. 

And its essence remains understood by everybody without the capability of talking about it. 
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 "SIBLO" of the living being - object may exist in the universe without taking up a materialistic form, due to 

lack of conditions necessary for it to happen according to the principle of inevitable chain causes which didn’t 
necessitate it to happen. And it may move to the "non-existent universe" and stay roaming also (inversely) 
without the fall in a materialistic form (inversely). And it may come back again to the universe and fall in this 
time or take up a materialistic form and may not!! However, it may happen to fall or take up a materialistic 
form in the universe again before moving to the ""non-existent universe""! Should the necessary conditions, 
for it to happen, exist. 

 
9
 This is expressed as the two phenomena of Spirit which is immortal and eternal as ascertained by all religions, 

as well as Transmigration, which indicates the appearance of the same living being again but in a materialistic 
form or another materialistic body, and spiral and transmigration both mean continuity. 



 

 

 (Figure 6.a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

3. The Supernatural Immortal Being of  Living 
Being or Object "SIBLO" knows all 

knowledge 
 

It is undoubted that any piece of information or knowledge we get used to exist before its discovery 

and from infinity backwards. Knowledge or information (itself) does not change; it is fixed from 

eternity while the results of its application vary with the capabilities of each era. The same knowledge 

or information may produce an invention in a certain era, and in another time it supports the 

creation of a science when integrated with other knowledge, and in a third time it produces a 

comprehensive great civilization. 

 

Without objects - whether these objects belonged to matter or energy or waves and the like of the 

forms of existence - there in no knowledge, since knowledge is extracted from these objects either by 

direct perception or by connecting them to form another cognitive or informational form. Objects 

have existed since infinity - existence is eternal and has been established since infinity backwards 

though having different forms of existence through different time periods - therefore knowledge or 

information (itself) has existed or can be existed or formed - by a biological intelligence - in turn, 

from infinity. 

 

3.1 The "SIBLO" has existed since infinity 

 

Figure (6-b) shows that any "SIBLO" has existed since infinity, as before the moment of (birth) or 

existence of  the materialistic being - connected with the "SIBLO" - in the universe or its (moment of 

reverse death) in the "non-existent universe", there used to be (reverse life) for this materialistic 

object as well as its "SIBLO" in the "non-existent universe" or (a period of death) (nonexistence for 

them) in the universe, and before the latter there was (a death moment) in the universe or (reverse 

birth moment) (for them) in the "non-existent universe", and before that moment there was (life 

period) (for both of them) in the universe or (reverse death period) (for both of them) in the "non-

existent universe", and before it there was  (birth moment) (for both of them) in the universe or 

(reverse death moment) (for both of them) together 10 in the "non-existent universe", and so on 

backwards endlessly. 
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 I assumed here that they accompany each other - i.e. they move together - figuratively for simplification. 
Physical materialistic being may exist for a while in the universe without being taken up by its "SIBLO",  this 
happens in the case of an embryo in its mother’s womb who remains for a while in the beginning  as a 
biological  being merely, without being controlled by its supernatural being of man "SIBM"! And consequently, 
the "SIBLO" may, also, exist for a certain period without being connected with a materialistic physical being! 



 

 

 (Figure 6.b) 11 
 

3.2 The probability of the occurrence of a certain result 

 

The result - in general - takes place as a result of  the occurrence of an infinity number of events, 

each of these infinity events takes place as a result  of  the occurrence of an infinity number, also, of 

events (Figure 4) before, and accordingly: 

 

The probability of the occurrence of a certain result in the future (X) = 
                                  

                      
 = 

        

        
 = indeterminate of form . 12 

This quantity is positive and it lies between: 1>X>0 as it is not correct to be negative or zero. 13 

I discarded arranging these events since it is natural for each of these events will lead to another inevitable 
single event which will follow it and not any other event. 

 

I.e. The number of times of the occurrence of a certain result let it be (y) is: infinity>y>1.  

 

I.e. The events (which are infinity in number) which formed a certain object - a certain invention for 

example - may form the same object or same invention again - (the result) - and for any definite 

number of times 1 or 5 or 10 or. Therefore, it is certain that there will come a time in which it will be 

impossible for the same result to occur again, or it is impossible, now, for one of the results whose 

number of times of occurrence has finished to occur. 

 

3.3 Repetition and essence of repeating the result 

 

The definite result: It is an event that takes place due to the occurrence of other preceding events 

that led to its occurrence; these events have a definite number. 14 
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 Regardless of the nature of the lives of the "SIBLO" in each time. 

 
12

 I discarded arranging these events since it is natural for each of these events will lead to another inevitable 
single event which will follow it and not any other event. 

 
13

 This probability cannot be equal to zero since all its constituents which make it happen do exist in what we 
draw, i.e. all the events which constitute the result do exist in the total events. 

 
14

 It has a definite number according to what we’ll conclude in that paragraph. 



 

 

For example : the result : “the earth’s revolving round the sun revolution/365 ¼ days”, it is an event 

taking place due to the occurrence of definite events - results (which have a definite number): size of 

the earth - size of the sun - force of inertia between them - the distance between them - etc up to a 

definite or finite number of events. 

 

These events which have a definite number make the earth itself revolve round the sun star itself and 

in this particular time, in the particular time under study. 

 

The essence of the definite result: It is an event similar to the event of the definite result, which 

takes place due to the occurrence of other preceding events - made it happen - similar to the events 

that made the original definite result happen. 

 

We notice that each preceding event has an infinity number of similar events 15 - while any definite 

event in particular (finite in particular) does  not  have an identical replace except itself - i.e. any event 

does not have any similar event at all . However, it has an infinity number of similar events. These 

similar events make the essence of this result happen, or namely “The event similar to the result”. 

 

Therefore a result takes place only once but the essence of the result or “The event similar to the 

result” can take place infinitely. Let’s get back to the previous example: if we consider another year, 

we’ll find that the earth has revolved round the sun as well. However, there must have been changes 
16 - even though very slight - that make that revolution different - not identical - to the first 

revolution, (change in Earth’s size - change in force of inertia - change in the distance between them, 

etc.. of the changes in the events causing revolution). All these made the earth revolve round the sun 

but not exactly similar to the first revolution. 

 

Hence, the result itself or per self didn't take place but its essence did. 

 

This is what I mean by repetition and essence of repetition. Repetition is impossible, but the essence 

of repetition takes place infinitely and infinitely different from the original result (Figure 7). The 

essence of repetition is what I mean in this book. 

 

If we consider the previous mathematically then: 

 

The probability of repeating the definite result (the same definite result) = zero 

This probability = zero = 
                                         

                      
 = 

                                         

        
 = 

        

        
. 
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 If we say that the event A has a similar event A1, but A1  has got, in turn, a similar event A2 for example, 
hence A2 itself is smiller to A, A2 also has a smiller event A3 for example, hence A3 is similar to event A, as 
well. And so on to infinity events. Hence, the original event A has infinity similar events, and of course the 
degree of similarity differs from one event to another. 

 
16

 These changes must have taken place at a percentage of 100%, since every object changes in state every 
moment due to the variation of the values of repulsion forces and attraction forces at every moment as 
mentioned. 



 

The number of events causing the occurrence of a particular definite result is “definite” 

“countable”. 17 

 

& the probability of repeating a duplicate 18 definite result again =  
                        

                      
 = 

        

        
 

= indeterminate form (X), this quantity lies between: 1>X>0. 

 

The number of times of the occurrence of the essence of the result or duplicate result or an event 

similar to the result (y) lies between: infinity>y>1, as I mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

 

 

 (Figure 7) 

Remarks on the figure: 

 

(1) This figure indicates the probability of repeating the same result itself which is equal to zero. It 

also indicates the probability of repeating the essence of the result – the duplicate result, which is 

equal to an indeterminate quantity; any indeterminate integer greater than zero.  

 

(2) The number of events causing the original result is determinate (4 for example). 
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 This confirms the impossibility of repeating the result itself, because this requires repeating the same events 
in the same order, and this is impossible because every object or item in the universe changes in state from 
moment to another. 

 
18

 And not the smiller result, because the smiller result is only one (E3) for example as in (Fig. 7), and the 

probability of it again = 
                        

                      
  = 

                          

        
 = zero.  I.e. it is impossible to repeat 

the similar result itself, but there is infinity duplicate result, it may be E1 or E2 or E3 or ... and the numbers of 

its causing events is infinity, too. (4 original events × infinity = infinity). 



 

 

(3) Percentage of difference is not the same between every original event and another similar event 

(the difference of A1 from A is not similar to that of B1 from B). Also, the percentage of difference 

between every similar event and the other is not constant. 

 

(4) The degree of difference of the similar events from the original event - found in the line of 

forming the original result - is infinity. 

 

(5) The degree of difference of the similar results from the original result is infinity. 

 

3.4 All the results have taken place previously 

 

It is evident from the previously mentioned that the number of events - results is infinity. 

 

And as a result of the infinity number of events - results, and since the result - any result - is 

connected with existence, and existence has been existed and established since infinity backwards in 

either of its forms (matter - energy - waves). Hence all events have (nearly) taken place previously!! 

 

To clarify that, I’ll present the following example: 

 

Assume that we have a box containing infinity number of balls! (Just an assumption), and that each 

of these balls is made up of an infinity number of balls! (just an assumption), and that we drew a ball 

(a big ball) out of the box. 

 

The probability of drawing “a definite or certain” ball = 
 

        
 = 0. But the probability of drawing 

“any” ball = 
        

        
 = indeterminate form 19. 

 

Supposing that we’ve drawn endlessly, each (big) ball will be drawn indefinitely and greater than zero, 

or each big ball will be drawn several times or once. 20 

 

The number of the big balls being the number of the results is infinity. Each ball consists of infinity 

number of other balls (this number represents the infinity number of events causing the occurrence 

or taking place of any result), and since every draw allows us to take one of the balls (which 

represents the results), and the number of these draws is infinity (as a result of the fact that the items 

constituting the results have existed for an infinity time). Hence every or any result has happened 

before and for many times, except that: 
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 The probability is:  
                         

                         
 = 

        

        
 = indeterminate form, if we suppose it is (x), hence (x) lies 

between: 1>x >0. And this probability is equal to an integer and isn't equal to zero, since we’ve already drawn a 
certain ball out of the box. 

 
20

 Since the number of times of the occurrence of a certain result is: infinity>y>1 as explained in the paragraph 
before the previous paragraph.  



 

- The results that take place once and haven’t taken place yet, these results are extremely few in 

number. 

 

- The results that take place very few times, neither of which has happened yet, they are also very few 

in number. 

 

However, the results that take place very often have a huge probability to happen even once in the 

past. 

 

Therefore, we can say that all the results or events that take place presently are not new. All have 

happened previously. All sciences reached or will be reached have happened previously. The greatest 

civilization as well as the lowest civilizations have been formed in the past, and everything we can 

imagine in science, knowledge, life and civilization have been established and formed previously!! 21 

 
●●●◊●●●◊●●● 

 

3.5 The "SIBLO" knows all knowledge 

 

As I had explained before, supernatural being of a certain object - a certain living being is immortal, 

endless and nonperishable. Moreover, it has existed since infinity backwards in time. And all the 

results or events have happened previously during this time. And that supernatural being of the living 

being - of the object moves between the universe and the "non-existent universe" from infinity. 

Hence, this being must have existed for infinity periods of definite duration - representing the times 

of its existence in the universe - these periods may last for 60 or 80 or 100 years or it may be more 22 

connected with a materialistic being. The period of its existence in the universe may extend without 

connection or controlling a materialistic being for hundreds of years after being detached from that 

materialistic being, in that period lived by the "SIBLO" in the universe, it-he knows or gets some 

information about the items of the civilization 23 found in the same era as a supernatural being merely 

or already practices its life - by means of a materialistic being - in it. (Figure 8) which shows the 

period of existence of the "SIBLO" in each civilization either controlling a materialistic being or not, 

and (Table 2) which shows the different civilizations and life period of the "SIBLO" in each of them. 
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 It is not meant by the fact that all the results or events have happened previously is a repetition of the 
materialistic objects themselves, this is impossible, but what is meant is the essence of the repetition as 
mentioned, an event - result is repeated but not with the same materialistic forms. 

 
22

 That happens, sometimes, the human physical being or the human body which can live or continue being 
able to store the supernatural being of man for a period of one hundred years or more.  

 
23

 That happens, sometimes, the human physical being or the human body which can live or continue being 
able to store the supernatural being of man for a period of one hundred years or more.  



 

 
(Figure 8) 

 

Civilization Period SIBLO’s life period 

  Period From To & From To 

       

I 1200 600 400 1000 - - 

J 2300 1000 1300 2300 - - 

K 4800 1700 0 600 3400 4500 

L 800 - - - - - 

M 2700 1300 300 1100 2200 2700 

N 1200 500 0 500 - - 

. 

. 

. 

      

8       

       

(Table 2) 

 

Getting information by the "SIBLO" during each period lived in the universe about such period 

depends on the nature of its formation then or the capabilities of its physical being which included it 

this time. All these accumulated pieces of information are stored in this immortal being in a certain 

way I couldn’t identify till that moment; 20.05.2018. 

 

Since:  

 

- All pieces of information - results had come true or happened before. (in the range: infinity>y>1 as 

explained earlier). 

 

- And the number of civilizations is infinity or in other words time is infinity backwards. 

 

- And the number of lives of the "SIBLO" in the universe is infinity. 

 



 

Hence the probability of the "SIBLO" to know - to be able to know a certain piece of information = 

 

= 
                                     

                        
 = 

                      

                      
 = indeterminate quantity. 24 

 

Assuming it is (N), it will lie between: 1>N>zero. 

 

i.e. The "SIBLO" has known that piece of information for a certain number of times, assume it is R, 

this number lies between: infinity>R>1, and not: infinity>R>0 (although the "SIBLO" does not exist 

continuously in the universe and accordingly, a piece of information - result may happen once or a 

few times during its absence, or it may take place a few times while it is present in the universe but it 

is not directly exposed to it.  i.e. it didn’t have the chance of storing or recording it), that is because 

the "SIBLO" will have the information - results based on this event - all that information/results or 

part of them - as well as the prices of information - results causing that event (preceding it in the 

course of events) - all of them or part of them. Hence, it is capable, by using these pieces of 

information - results available, of knowing and perceiving this rare event. That event representing 

unknown event in the course of events known or can be known by the "SIBLO", i.e. knowing 

preceding and succeeding events. So, it - he can find out that unknown event by the expected logical 

sequence of the course of events. 25 

 

It is the same regarding any piece of information - result else. It-he has either known it directly or can 

know it through succeeding information - results and causing it to happen, or preceding information 

- results caused the occurrence of these pieces of information - that result. 

 

So, the "SIBLO" knows - can know all knowledge. 

 

Yes, with no exception!! 

 

All  knowledge  and  sciences  imaginable  to  man  can  be  found  out  by  the "SIBLO" 

(supernatural being of living being - man - object) 26, through the accumulation of all its immense 

quantity in this being during its-his  infinity lives in the universe and especially on planet earth. 

 

But how with all these problems still unsolved or mysterious of humanity?!! 

 

This will be known in chapter 5 of this book. 
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 The number of times of the SIBLO’s exposure to piece of information means the no. of times in which its 
existence harmonized with the piece of information and accordingly it could store it. It is a number “R” which 
lies between: infinity>R>1 as we’ll see soon. 

 
25

 This will explain that in detail later. 

 
26

 Which mean by the Supernatural Being of the Object "SBO" can know all knowledge, that in its own world 
which we, as human beings, cannot explain. And the same for the supernatural beings of the other living 
creatures besides man. 



 

4. Waiting Zone 
 

At the moment of end - death or dissociation of the physical being occupied by the "SIBLO", this 

"SIBLO" will be released in the time of the universe also. Gradually or with the passage of time - it 

may be a remote time - its reverse existence in the "non-existent universe" beings. And there is an 

absolute impossibility to recall memories or know any information about non-existent life lived by 

the "SIBLO" in the "non-existent universe". However, it is possible to recall memories, knowledge 

and information of a previous positive life lived by the "SIBLO" in the universe by considering that 

the "SIBLO" is a single eternal being that exists intermittently in the universe. I.e. it lived infinitely in 

the positive universe existing around us. 

 

4.1 Waiting Zone 

 

It is the infinitely massive zone which comprises the universe as well as the "non-existent universe" 

and, in which the "SIBLO" exists all the time either in the universe or in the "non-existent universe" 
27, and it is (theoretically) divided   into two parts; an infinitely massive part belonging to the universe 

and an infinitely massive part, too! belonging to the "non-existent universe". And they are separated 

by imaginary line figuratively called “Neutral Line”! 28 

 

4.2 Characteristics of the waiting zone 

 

1- It has depth and time:  

We notice that the materialistic physical being occupied by or connected to the "SIBLO" is always in 

a state of approach to the end, dissociation or death, either for a long time or a short time. Hence 

there is a certain time in which the "SIBLO" is more connected to this physical being. I.e. it is far 

from the “Neutral Line” - away from moving to or existing in the "non-existent universe" - and 

sometime it approaches it - i.e. the "Neutral Line" - till reaching it. 

 

We also notice that there is a state of approach for the materialistic physical being that can be 

occupied by a certain "SIBLO" or connected to it from its beginning - formation - birth, either this 

state is short or long . Therefore there is also a time in which the "SIBLO" is far from occupying or 

controlling this physical being - or away from existing in the universe, it will, hence, exist in the "non-

existent universe" - and some other time it approaches that to appear as affecting in the universe by 

means of the physical being it fell in. 

 

Therefore, “Waiting Zone” has place depth where  its first depth half  has the "SIBLO" existing in 

the universe, hence it obeys the time of the universe - as well as all its laws - and the other half has 

the "SIBLO" existing in the "non-existent universe", and obeys its time - which agrees with the time 

of the universe in direction - and the exactly separating line - as I mentioned - will be the “Neutral 
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 I called it this name because it indicates that the SIBLO while existing in either of the universes is actually 
“waiting” to move to the other universe, and because that will inevitably take place. 

 
28

 “Neutral Line” is an imaginary line separating the universe from the "non-existent universe". 



 

Line” whose time is zero 29 in relation to both universes. 30 (Figure 9) shows the course of action of 

the "SIBLO" in both the universe and the "non-existent universe". 

 

 
 (Figure 9) 

2- It has no maximum time limit: 

 

If the time of the “Neutral Line” is zero, therefore the surrounding area must have a time greater 

than zero either in the universe or in the "non-existent universe". Survival of the "SIBLO" while 

existing in the universe depends on the magnitude of the forces of repulsion from the universe and 

the magnitude of forces of attraction to it. And in every moment the magnitudes of these two forces 

differ either by increasing or decreasing as I mentioned. I.e. - the "SIBLO" - approaches or moves 

away from the "Attraction may reach its maximum limit and hence the "SIBLO" will be away from 

the “Neutral Line” to the maximum degree i.e. will be away from the “Neutral Line” to the 

maximum degree. I.e. its time will be infinity. However, this is impossible to happen because it 

means that reverse repulsive forces is also maximum i.e. the "SIBLO" will be in the “Neutral Line” 

itself - and not at its farthest point away from it - the "SIBLO" will, then, be moving from the "non-

existent universe" to the universe, as we shall see soon. 

 

And when the repulsive forces reaches its maximum, the "SIBLO" will be extremely near the 

“Neutral Line”, it will then be in it. Hence its time will be zero and forces of attraction to the 

universe= zero, and reverse forces of attraction to the "non-existent universe" will be maximum.  

 

Hence time of the “Waiting Zone”, suppose it is (Z) lies between: infinity>Z>O. Therefore, “Waiting 

zone” has no maximum time limit in its upper half belonging to the universe nor in its second half 

belonging to the "non-existent universe", and its time also ranges asceniangly from zero at the 

“Neutral Line” to less than infinity around this line in both of the universes.  
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 The proof that the time of the “Neutral Line” is zero will be mentioned in the next paragraph. 

 
30

 The SIMLO while on this (no time line) does not perceive anything at all, because it cannot identify any item 
either in the universe or in the non-existent universe. 



 

4.3 Domicile of the "SIBLO" 

 

“Waiting Zone” is the zone in which the "SIBLO" always resides. The "SIBLO" can never reside in 

the “Neutral Line” for any time period, since the nearer to it - if it is coming from the universe - the 

stronger the repulsive forces from the universe, while at the same time the (reverse) forces of 

attraction in the "non-existent universe" will increase in the same direction 31 until it reaches the 

“Neutral Line” and hence both forces will be maximum, it will then move in no time from the 

universe to the "non-existent universe". This proves that the time of the “Neutral Line” is zero. 

(Figure 10) 

 
(Figure 10) 

 

The degree of approaching or moving away of the "SIBLO" from the “Neutral Line” differs every 

moment 32, either in the universe or in the "non-existent universe". When the "SIBLO" is extremely 

near it - near the “Neutral Line” - if it is coming from the universe - it abandons the materialistic 

form or physical being or physical body connected to it largely 33. This materialistic form may 

decompose and cease to be able to contain its "SIBLO" again or cease to restore it again. Hence the    

"SIBLO" will cease to control materialistic form and cease to use it 34. And it may come more closer - 

closer to the “Neutral Line” - and consequently, the resultant of the two forces that attracting it to 

the "non-existent universe" will increase, until they reach maximum, hence the "SIBLO" will have 
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 Because time in both universes has the same direction - as mentioned. 

 
32

 Due to the difference in value of the forces of repulsion and forces of attraction in every moment - as 
mentioned.  

 
33

 This happens during states of coma or deep sleep of the living beings, their Supernatural Immortal Being 
gets out from the materialistic body to another time. The deeper the coma or sleep the more it indicates the 
remoteness of these SIB(s) from the physical being to an even further time! 

 
34

 This is shown in the phenomenon of death to the living beings. i.e. when a part, or parts of the physical  
being of the living being is too faulty to retain its characteristics as a physical being . Hence its supernatural 
being leaves or remains wandering about in the existence without occupying or controlling a materialistic body! 



 

left the universe to the "non-existent universe" and it will have crossed the “Neutral Line”. (Figure 

11) shows how far the "SIBLO" from the “Neutral Line” while in either of the two universes. 

 

The closer the "SIBLO" moves to the “Neutral Line”, at which the sum of repulsive force from the 

universe and (reverse) attraction force to the "non-existent universe" will be maximum, the faster it 

moves to it, due to the steady increase in the sum of these two forces. I.e. the "SIBLO" “is attracted” 

increasingly fast to the “Neutral Line”, once it starts moving towards it!! This has a certain 

significance which I’ll present in chapter 5. 

 

 
(Figure 11) 

 

4.4 The degree of detachment of the "SIBLO" from its controlled materialistic form is 

always greater than zero 

 

The time of the “Waiting Zone” -  where the "SIBLO" always resides – is: infinity>Z>O and if we 

give the degree of detachment from the materialistic physical being the symbol  S, and since time (Z) 

slows done with the increase of that degree S because the "SIBLO" will, then, be moving towards the 

zero time “Neutral Line”. 

 

Hence:  S proportional to 
 

 
 

 

S = K× 
 

 
 where K = constant 

 

When Z = 0 (by substituting in the previous equation)  

 

S = K  
 

 
               

 



 

I.e. The degree of detachment of the "SIBLO" from its controlled materialistic form is infinity and 

therefore the "SIBLO" will be at the zero time “Neutral Line”. Then it will cross in no time towards 

the "non-existent universe" - when it is coming from the universe - and its time will (inversely) 

increase, and the reverse detachment degree will be less from the reverse materialistic form. 

 

And when Z= infinity 

  

Then, S = K×
 

        
 = 0 

 

I.e. Detachment degree = 0. However this never happens,   because Z< infinity; (the time of the 

waiting zone as well as that of the "SIBLO" are always smaller than infinity). 

  

So, the degree of detachment of the "SIBLO" from the materialistic forms always greater than zero. 

  

Thus makes the supernatural being of the living being-object always detached from its materialistic 

form. I.e. it has another time different from the time of the purely materialistic physical being. 

  

Yes, anyone of us in his life, his perception - or his supernatural being - always detached from his 

physical body and in a different time not in its time exactly! 

 

And (Figure 12) depicts the different zones of the "SIBLO" either in the universe or in the "non-

existent universe". 

 
(Figure 12) 



 

 

Zone of connection to a materialistic being (incomplete connection). 

b zone of further release of the materialistic being (happens often). 

a zone of  full release from the materialistic being. 

(Neutral Line)  line. 

a~ zone of  full release (inversely) from the (inverse) materialistic being. 

b~ zone of further release (inversely) of the  (inverse) materialistic being. 

Zone of (inverse) connection to an (inverse) materialistic being (incomplete inverse connection). 

 

Remarks on (Figure 12): 

1- The zigzag line in the figure indicates the evaluation of the "SIBLO". 

2- The nearness the "SIBLO" to the “Neutral Line”- during its moving - the raising to a slower time 

zone. 

3- The "SIBLO" may live around the “Neutral Line” for many years 35 without occupying or falling 

or appearing in a materialistic form in the universe or in a reverse materialistic form in the "non-

existent universe" due to unavailability of the required conditions. Anyone of us may die and remain 

for hundreds of years without actually leaving the universe - the Supernatural Immortal Being of 

Man which belongs him - the "SIBM" - will be in zone “a” - and may be certain conditions 

available for his falling or occupying physical materialistic form (man - another living being - another 

object) so that the "SIBM" gets back to the zone of connection to a materialistic being, as shown on 

fall C. 
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 Compared with ordinary time or relatively fast ordinary years - our time as human beings - in the low levels 
in the “Waiting Zone” either in the universe or in the "non-existent universe". 



 

5. The Methods of  Retrieving Knowledge 
 
36 A problem - any problem - has an infinity number of constituent items 37. However it has relatively 

few main items and further infinity subsidiaries. Moreover the solution to any problem has an infinity 

number of constituent items - relatively few main items and infinity subsidiaries. Assuming the 

number of main items to solve a certain problem is 12. The number of solutions available to such a 

problem is: 479,001,600 solutions38! Assuming the time required to evaluate the single solution is 

only one minute therefore the time required to evaluate all the solutions to choose and execute one 

of them is: 3,326.4 years!!, assuming the number of working hours is 8 hours daily continuously, and 

the number of working days is 300 days annually! 

 

5.1 Time of the "SIBLO": infinity>Z>0 

 

In fact we find a solution to the problem normally in much less time, perhaps in a single working day 

- 8 hours - to problem with 12 main items. How? 

 

This happens because thinking about something isolates us from our surroundings (absent - 

mindedness). I.e. digress from the actual life. Digression from the actual life means leaving time for 

another slower time 39, than the actual time we used to live in. 

 

And so long as we concentrate on solving a certain problem, we wander about the total information 

stored in us about that solution. In this way we find the optimum solution in much shorter time than 

the calculated time. 

 

I.e. we automatically or quickly cancel the set of alternatives which lead to a certain result or a certain 

solution previously known to be useless, and therefore we distinguish among different sets of 

alternatives. And since that happens in much shorter time than the calculated time, we can say that 

we head for the optimum solution directly (the optimum set of items permutation) after we have 

canceled the other unsuitable solutions. 
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 I'll apply this chapter to man only as well as his supernatural being "SIBM" for simplicity. 

 
37

 If we say for example that the number of items of a certain problem is definite (e.g. 10), this does not express 
the fact accurately, because for each of these items has an infinity number of causing items.  So the number of 
items or elements making up any problem is infinity. However each item variably affects the formation or 
existence of that problem. 

 
38

 ∫
  

  
= 12 Permutation12 = Factorial 12 = 12! = 479001600. 

 
39

 Time must be slower, since if we say that this time is faster than the time we used to live in, it means that we 
are more connected to the fact and presence. But the fact is opposite; by thinking we become less connected to 
the fact and presence. We all notice that an ordinary time passes relatively faster when we concentrate on 
something, and our feeling of the fact vanishes (the phenomenon of absent-mindedness). I.e. we belong to a 
zone of time slower than the ordinary time or our time has become slower! 

 



 

And because that happens in very short time relative to the calculated time, it means that our time - 

or specifically our "SIBM" - has become slower than the outside time. 

 

Therefore thinking means concentrating; means time slow, means repulsion forces. 40 

 

The more we concentrate on finding out a solution to the problem, the slower our time becomes. I.e. 

Our supernatural being moves to higher level in the “waiting zone”. 

 

In such relatively slow time it – he carries out the operation of fetching different solution alternatives 

(relatively) much more faster. So - we - reach a solution in much less time than that calculated. 41 

 

These pieces of information - items that we get either subsidiary or complementary to the main items 

belonging to solution of the problem, coming from the fact of our similar previous practices like 

these problem and its solution and this is referred to us “experience”. 

 

Some problems require a huge amount of information - items regarding their solutions 42 , therefore 

they require higher level in the “waiting zone” and consequently slower time, and much more speed 

of permutation among items and find solution or solutions to them. 

 

And the slower the time, the greater our ability to “see” the solutions and distinguish them. This vast 

vision results from the fact that in that case we will have found out a greater degree from the source 

of total knowledge stored in our supernatural beings - our SIBMs - which have previously  lived 

infinity times and, therefore they know or can know all knowledge, as explained in detail previously. 

 

It may happen that we find a solution to the new problem very quickly or suddenly - without trying 

to concentrate - due to the fact that we move suddenly to the suitably slower time level to “see” the 

solution 43 and carry it out at once. This is known as “innate quality” and this actually happens! 

 

5.2 “Waiting Zone” and knowledge 

 

As I  mentioned - the more  concentrate  on  solving  the problem, the slower the time of the 

supernatural being of man - the "SIBM" - and hence the larger the area of “seeing” solutions to the 

problem as well as its best possible one. I.e. the faster they are reached as well as its best 44. 
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 Because - as mentioned - the higher the s L-O in the “waiting zone” the slower its time becomes. And vice 
versa, the slower its time the higher it gets in the “waiting zone”. 

 
41

 The fact is that calculated time has never been practiced by a human being. If our abilities were only 
restricted to it the civilization of human beings would be inferior in thinking to the civilization of trees. 
However, the source of our life which is full of intelligence is that we are creatures with supernatural beings, 
with high ability to move among different time levels and especially the slow ones! 

 
42

 This kind of problems is the new problems in general to man - human beings, such as: scientific discoveries - 
arts in general. 

 
43

 This happens for example in the cases of great fear - case at the point of death. 
 



 

 

Which means that the deeper we penetrate into the “Waiting Zone” - or alternatively, the slower the 

time of our supernatural beings, the SIBM(s) - assuming it is D the greater our ability to know, 

assuming it is T, till reaching the “Neutral Line” whose time is zero and hence knowledge will be 

absolute. 45(Figure 13). 

 

(Figure 13) 

Therefore: TD 

T=K×D where K: constant 

 

This constant (K) is referred to as (Personal Constant) which depends on the personal himself from 

whom knowledge is derived; his ability to understand knowledge which becomes available to him 

and hence express it. 

 

A main condition to get the optimum solution to the problem when our supernatural beings - the 

SIBM(s) - in a slower time level is that the problem is still posed. Many of us move to a very slow 
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 The time of reaching a solution to some problems under normal circumstances may reach hundreds of years 
(cases of religion - creation .. etc..). 

 
45 Absolute knowledge is existent and non-existent!!, because knowledge exist on one basic  condition  which  

is  the  existence  of a  part  of  non-knowledge  or  lack  of knowledge. In case this part is not available, 

knowledge will be absolute and inaccessible, for this is above human perception!. And this reflects one of 

characteristics of “Neutral Line”; it is the universe of perfection and nonexistence in the same time! Its time is 

zero and also absolute in the same time!  And this universe - “perfection universe” - is “the third universe” in 

this endless absolute generality, besides the familiar universe in which we live and the "non-existent universe"!! 

and it is “perfectly” found in both the universe and the "non-existent universe"! This universe is where eternity 

.. absoluteness .. all perfection .. all inclusion .. full ability and power .. where there is God! The Creator. Review 

"Victory Over the World" by the author: www.scribd.com/doc/14344105/Victory-Over-the-World-Adel-

Ghonim 

 

http://www.scribd.com/doc/14344105/Victory-Over-the-World-Adel-Ghonim
http://www.scribd.com/doc/14344105/Victory-Over-the-World-Adel-Ghonim


 

level and return without solution because the complicated problem wasn’t posed in that case46.  When 

posed - in the ordinary time case; then by much concentration - an optimum solution to it will be 

immediately found! 

 

5.3 Sleeping phenomenon 

 

No scientist has ever given accurate scientific and psychological explanation for sleeping 

phenomenon which happens to all of the upper living creatures. It is a mysterious phenomenon. 

About ⅓ of man’s lifetime is spent in sleeping. It has been established that during sleep the brain 

functions work in  a  certain  way  with which  I  don’t  want to deal here . What has been established 

is that sleeping of a living creature means having the body rested from apparent movement. 

Moreover, the state of “unconsciousness”, or “absence of presence”, which has a special indication 

here. Absence of consciousness or wakefulness or presence with the brain keeping a certain 

wakefulness  and physical body keeping reflex biological actions only means simply, the release of 

Supernatural being of the Living being - the  SL - to other faculties of presence or consciousness or 

time. Yes, it is - that s L of the living being - moves during sleep to time level other than that 

occupied in the state of wakefulness.  This time must inevitably be slower, and not faster. As faster 

means increasing presence and wakefulness and consciousness, but what actually happens is the 

opposite during sleeping. Therefore the s L of the living creature moves to slower time level, at such 

level it will be more able to “see” or “perceive” large quantity of information and knowledge about 

the universe - as I mentioned previously. It is exactly analogous to someone going up from the 

surface of the earth; consequently the area that can be seen by him from up there will increase. 

(Figure 14.a) symbolic figure indicating that the area of  “seeing” or “perceiving” or “visualizing” 

information increases with slow time of the SL - (or the "SIBM" when applied to man) - or 

penetrating into the “Waiting Zone”. 

 

 (Figure 14.a) 
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 This accounts for having many problems unsolved despite the attempts made to do that. They require 
intentional human effort to have the desired problem posed to man when his supernatural being in the time 
slow down state required to fetch a solution to that problem. (It will deal with a simple elementary method to 
fetch total knowledge from man soon)! 



 

 

Also - as I mentioned - absent - mindedness - during the state of ordinary wakefulness - means time 

slow down for the "SIBM" of man, i.e. going up in the “Waiting Zone”. Man forgets quickly any 

dreams or vision perceived in the course of sleeping when he wakes up, due to the fact that these 

perceptions have different time with respect to the ordinary time of the "SIBM" in the state of 

wakefulness. So they will vanish quickly unless they are captured and recorded immediately when 

being awake - in rare moments - to place them permanently in the present fact. Therefore, as a 

matter of fact any one of us reaches very slow time levels for moments during wakefulness as well as 

during sleep. At these levels anyone of us can find out a lot about life and creation in addition to 

solving any difficult problems about his ordinary life. However - unfortunately - the "SIBM" of 

anyone of us gets those solutions while being in a time level that is different from the ordinary time 

level - which belongs to the presence zone. That’s why he won’t at all remember any information or 

vision that benefits him in his present life! 

 

Therefore the problem is: Moving the supernatural being of man - the "SIBM" - to a slower time 

level and posing the problem or whatever required to be found out while being in that level, and 

making a communication channel between this "SIBM" at this time and ordinary time to pass the 

attained information to the present or to the fact. 

 

This problem can be solved by moving the "SIBM" to that level along with making it connected with 

the present time (in the meantime). That can simply be achieved by reducing man’s sleeping hours, 

and  by  repeating  that  continuously  his  "SIBM" will belong to a time that is less than the ordinary 

time while man is conscious and attentive i.e. wakeful (not sleeping). And in that case if the same 

difficult problems or what is to be found out were posed, he can with greater ability find solutions to 

those problems or find out what is to be found out! Special abilities will also increase in this "SIBM" 

in that case, extraordinary and inaccessible when it be in the ordinary time zone. 47 

 

Therefore, I devised a simple program to reduce man’s sleeping hours for a period of 5-10 days only. 

Hence his "SIBM" will move to a slower time level for a longer period and consequently he will be 

able to fetch total knowledge or. Great discoveries!! 

 

So if you want to find out about something concerning your work, life, universe or solving any 

difficult problem. This theory will provide you with a simple method to fetch a solution of any 

mysterious problem either general belonging to life and universe or private belonging to you. As well 

as providing you with extraordinary abilities. 

 

(At sleeping time), for example, sleep for 6 hours only instead of 8 hours - as customary to human 

beings - during the first 24 hours from starting to practice this method . Then sleep for only 4 hours 

during the next 24 hours. Then sleep for only 2 hours during the third 24 hours (hence three days 

will have passed from starting to practice this method).  After that adjust yourself to the rhythm of 
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 A man in such state may strongly produce the ability to receive inspiration as well as intuition. He may be 
able to read people’s mind faster and easier, etc.. his natural disposition will be purified and his faculties will be 
transparent. 



 

sleeping for 2 to 6 hours every 24 hours (or on average of 4 hours daily) and for any endurable 

period (e.g. 5-10 days)!! (Using the alarm clock is essential to wake up). 48 

  

Therefore, and  because your sleeping hours have reduced, your  "SIBM"  will reach slower time level 

and  it-he  will be actually there on the time of your being awake and aware of the item of real life 

and real time - presence time. 

 

(Figure 14 b & c) symbolic figure indicating different time levels in which the "SIBM" exists in case 

of continuous reduction of  man’s sleeping hours, as well as increasing the area of seeing   the items 

of real or ordinary time. 49 

 

(Figure 14.b)                                                            (Figure 14.c) 

 

Hence and when your being reaches slower time level while you are awake, you’ll be more able to 

“see” or “wander” - quickly - about total knowledge stored in this being during his infinity lives in 

the universe to collect a solution to the problem you think about . This is done by your conscious 

will - i.e. while you are in state of presence and awakening - and also by a lot of intentional activity 

and determination required to accomplish by you in that state. Therefore, you will find a solution or 
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 In fact and despite the simplicity of that method it has been established - by practical experiment on me 
personally - that it requires in the beginning very great deal of will and determination so that one may prevent 
himself  from sleeping but these few hours for that period of time (e.g. 5-10 days)!! 

 
49

 This is not the only method by which we can slow down the time of the "SIBM" to the time level required to 
fetch knowledge, there are many other methods such as intensive mental concentration - relaxation - listening 
to inspiring music, but these are beyond the scope of this field now reviewing - in detail.  
(Soft music puts man to sleep!) But I wish here he won’t sleep rather think! This is the decisive abstract of the 
method we are now reviewing. 



 

find out something huge required to be found out in very short time - may be seconds - compared 

with the time spent to do so  if you thought of  fetching it in the ordinary state of sleeping hours. 50 

 

It will be correct to record those pieces of information that come to you to avoid forgetfulness 

expected to be experienced when coming back to normal state or normal time after a certain period 

of time if you increase your sleeping hours later. 

 

And there is a direct effect resulting from performing this method which is “personal attraction” for 

what it produces such as self-purity and spiritual loftiness. The existence of your "SIBM" in slow 

time level for long periods widens your scope of seeing total knowledge and many endless peal 

secrets about the universe. And many perpetuity astonishing secrets will be disclosed to you. This fills 

yourself with devoutness, loftiness, highness and satisfaction! 51 

 

5.4 Cognitive explosion 

 

“Cognitive explosion” takes place when someone gets accustomed to and practices or easily and 

quickly reaches the state of slow time. I.e. his supernatural being - "SIBM" - exists automatically and 

continuously - without the intervention of individual will - in a zone or layer of slow time relative to 

zone or layer of the familiar normal time 52. Then it will be very easy for him to mentally concentrate 

on solving any problem posed to him or faced him. 

 

Hence his ability to receive solutions to the problem or receive inspirations will multiply! 

 

He will be living as an inspired or genius! His natural disposition will be pure and healthy. 

 

Objects around him will disclose their secrets to him, and discovers the charge space, and he will 

hear destinies! Start will tell, it is hard (footnote no. 46).  However once the "SIBM" moves towards 

the “Neutral Line” or to slower time level, it is quickly attracted - at more speed - to it 53.  I.e. its time 

slow rate increase, then the area of vision available will increase quickly. It will experience an 

immense cognitive explosion and release! 

 

With such terrible cognitive retrieval the world seems more familiar to man! 
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 We notice that a man automatically gets no sleep or sleeps irregularly or does not sleep for long periods 
when he is pre occupied with a serious problem which (prevents him from sleeping) . That happens due to his 
serious natural desire to find a solution to it. 

 
51

 There is “more advanced” method “to have a diaglogue” with the sleeping person with a special 
technology which will be reviewed in “Extraordinary Time Levels” Volume 2. 

 
52

 The number of time or slower basic cognitive levels which follow the present time in which we live is seven! 
As I’ll present in details in the coming book “Extraordinary Time Levels” Volume 2. These levels shown in 
(Figure 12) (backward). (The Neutral Line consider as a time level itself but it is zero level - has no thick). 

 
53

 Due to the “steady” increase in the sum of the two forces of repulsion from the universe and the (reverse) 
attraction in the "non-existent universe" which acts in one direction. 



 

This is simply the state of “Cognitive Explosion” of man, and it may happen to upper living 

creatures in proportion to their mental ability. 54 

 

5.5 Collective cognitive explosion 

 

It takes place when a group of people experience the above mentioned individual “Cognitive 

explosion”. It may be “Homogeneous” “Collective Cognitive Explosion”, i.e. experienced by a group 

of people with similar specialization or similar cognitive field. So they will create much in it. It may 

also be “heterogeneous”, i.e. experienced by a group of people of different cognitive field.  So, each 

of them will create in his own field of specialization. And the resultant creation will be a developed 

society in various fields. 

 

The more the number of individuals of the group in the same specialization and in different 

specializations who have practiced and experienced “Cognitive Explosion”, the more developed, 

advanced and powerful that society as a whole may become! due to the increase in the number of its 

inspiring people. 

 

We may imagine a society with that “Cognitive Explosion” in the brains of its scientists, thinkers and 

intellectuals. The intelligence of these groups will multiply in a very short time period relative to the 

normal growth rate of the human intelligence, and therefore they will enable mankind to reach great 

and important effective accomplishments in a shorter time period. 

 

A civilizational development breakthrough in the life of that society takes place.  It will quickly reach 

a higher degree of progress and advancement! And there will be a flourishing excellent humanity!! 
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 It is very possible to apply that method first to animals like monkeys. We’ll notice that their intelligence rate 
will increase (in the hours of wakefulness) by continuous reduction of their sleeping hours with a special 
programmed!! 



 

Synopsis 
 

Extraordinary Time Levels - Metaphysical Theory for Discovering the Existence! 

 

Every Living Being, man - Object has a “Self” or “Soul” or “Supernatural Non-Materialistic 

Immortal Being of his own” "SIBLO". 

 

And existence is made up of three universes. The first one is the Physical Universe in which we live.  

The second one is “non-existent universe” “n.e.u.”, which does not exist with respect to our 

universe. However, it affects all generality due to its nonexistence. It has a “non-existent time” in the 

same direction of the time of the universe. And a “non-existent place” which is impossible to 

describe or imagine! 

 

The third universe is the “PERFECTION UNIVERSE”, which has an absolute or zero time, and 

an absolute place in all generality. That is to say that it exists perfectly in both the universe and the 

non-existent universe! I termed it the “Neutral Line” in this book. It is an imaginary line that 

separates the universe from the "non-existent universe"! 

 

This supernatural being of the living being - object "SIBLO" moves between the universe and the 

non-existent universe, and its existence duration in either of them depends on the rate of increase or 

decrease of the forces of repulsion from the universe and the forces of attraction to the universe - 

and their two opposing forces in the non-existent universe - this rate changes every moment of time 

thought very slightly. 

 

In every time the "SIBLO" exists in the universe it may occupy or control a materialistic physical 

being or not. This "SIBLO" is eternal. Immortal - Everlasting. 

 

In every time the "SIBLO" exists in the universe, it gains certain “experience” that is proportional to 

the infinity changes that took place according to the course of the infinity happenings in the universe 

during his absence period. 

  

The happenings or outcomes that take place in life presently, either big or small, have happened 

before! And will happen later with different probabilities. And man can find out about all these 

happenings or knowledge by matching the huge amount of information that accumulated in the 

Supernatural Immortal Being of Man of him "SIBM" during his infinity lives in the universe. 

 

There is a time zone which is the zone of the "SIBLO" either in the universe or in the non-existent 

universe - I termed it “Waiting Zone”. The time of  which is Z - or the time of the "SIBLO" - that 

varies from zero at the “Neutral Line” or at the “Perfection Universe” to less than infinity around 

this line in both  universes (infinity>Z >O). And the slower the time of the "SIBLO" or the nearer it is 

to the “Neutral Line” or the “perfection universe”, the greater his transparency and his ability to 

access knowledge, or his “Visualizing” this knowledge!! 

 



 

We can discover the entire universe by defining the problem or information required to access and 

make 55 any man 56 concentrate 57 on solving it. So, his supernatural being "SIBM" will move - 

though seven levels or layers of extraordinary super time - to a time level that is slower than the 

ordinary time in which we live. So that, he may be have special mental abilities, extraordinary, 

because he will be more capable to “Wander About” the entire information stored in him. And so 

long as he wishes to solve a certain problem, he will find its ideal solution in a very short time 58. 

 

In our everyday life, our supernatural beings reach “for moments” very slow time levels during 

wakefulness - like the moments of inspiration which are inevitably “Moments of Absent”, 

“Mindedness” or absence from ordinary time - due to the sudden variation between forces of 

repulsion and forces of attraction in the universe which affect on the SIBM(s) of us for the good of 

forces of repulsion - this actually happens.  Our beings, too, reach those slow time levels in the 

course of “Sleeping”. Therefore, if we invest this state of slow time which we may go through, we 

can discover the whole existence! 

 

This natural phenomenon - phenomenon of reaching a slower time level by natural method - can be 

invested by reducing sleeping hours gradually 59. So, the supernatural being of man "SIBM" will be in 

a slower time level for longer period - (may be it become hours in this case!) - in which he will be 

more capable of  “Seeing” or “Perceiving” a larger area of infinity information stored in him during 

his infinity lives in the universe. As well as his perceiving and mastering the ordinary time - the time 

of presence, at the same time! So that man can solve the problem which must be posed on him in 

that case, or discover something else big - important he wants to discover quickly and brings it back 

to the present time which belongs to us and to our life! 

 

Theory of “Extraordinary Time Levels” accounts for the Psychological & Parapsychological 

mysterious extraordinary phenomena, the phenomena of the life and creation! 
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 I presented a simple fundamental method that makes the supernatural being of man - "SIBM" - move to a 
slower time level that is sufficient to bring a solution for the posed problem in chapter 5 of this book. 

 
56

 The man who is more capable of expressing whatever information he reaches is preferred. The educated 
man who has previous information about the field being studied in this method is preferred, doing so increases 
the value of “Personal Constant” K, therefore the capability of accessing knowledge T will increase, according 

to  the  equation: T=D×K (where D is the degree of concentration or his supernatural being’s time slow). 

 
57

 Concentration means making man restrict his thought to the posed problem only. 

 
58

 This time depends on the degree of concentration or the degree of his SIBM’s time slow D, or the degree of 
penetrating into the “Waiting Zone”. 

 
59

 This is not the only method of slow the time of the supernatural being of man There are many other 
methods such as, intensive mental concentration - relaxation - listening to inspiring music, as well as there is 
“more advanced” method “to have a dialogue” with the sleeping person with a special technology which will 
be reviewed in “Extraordinary Time Levels” Volume 2 (Following). 



 

Appendices 
 

1. The Lights Shed By the Theory 

 

The theory sheds light on the following mysterious extraordinary psychological and 
parapsychological phenomena:  

 

1.1 The phenomenon of telepathy 

 

Since each one of us has supernatural non-materialistic being which lives in different time levels. So, 
we have the ability to leave reality as well as real time for another slower or faster time than the usual 
time in which we live in fact. 

 
The phenomenon of telepathy takes place between two people when the sender of the telepathic 
message, in most times, is exposed to sudden great danger.  In this case he will be asking for the help 
of someone - the receiver. The receiver will often - rather must - be in a state of peacefulness, 
tranquility and mind clearness, so that his "SIBM" may exist in slow time zone.  And because the 
danger to which the sender of the telepathic message is sudden, the rate of increase of his 
supernatural being’s repulsive forces is fast. Such being - the "SIBM" of this person - will move fast 
through time levels from the faster time level to the slower one. Consequently comes the time 
moment at which his time level is in tune with the time level of the supernatural being of the 
receiver. Consequently both of them, at that moment, will have the same degree of seeing, 
understanding and perceiving the items of the whole universe, which means that the time rhythm of 
the sender is in tune with that of the receiver at that moment. This means indirectly (the combination 
of the supernatural beings of the sender and receiver). Since each of them is completely compatible 
with the other in perceiving all the items of the universe - They both have the same time. 

 
This indirect combination cancels the distance and makes communication - if desired by either part - 
direct.  And since the sender has such desire, the telepathic message will move through the non-time 
60 to the receiver. 

 
This phenomenon may serve in developing advanced modern communications carried out in the 
non-time -“telepathic communications” with a special technique.  

 

1.2 The phenomenon of seeing the future - the past 

 

It’s expressed in terms of sensing the future - expecting or sensing what has actually happened.  
 

That phenomenon takes place when the supernatural being of man - the "SIBM" - is in a relatively 
slow time. Consequently he’s more capable of seeing a certain event through two things:  
 
- Successive logical events which made this event happen.  
 
- The ability to see more quantity of total knowledge stored in it - including this event which will take 
place in the future.  
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 Because the distance is non-existent. 



 

As well as the past, when the time of the "SIBM" of man slows down he can see what happened in 
the past by means. of the same two things: logical sequence of events (backward), as well as being 
helped by the events or total knowledge which he will be more able to see and use at this time.  
 
A basic  condition required to have this phenomenon of seeing the future - the past is: slower time 
and desire to have it  
 
The phenomenon of seeing the future is useful to predict the harmful events to be prepared both 
psychologically and physically to face them. And the phenomenon of seeing the past serves to rewrite 
history and account for the phenomena which happened in the past and no explanation has been 
given for them.  
 
I reviewed two phenomena analyzed by this theory; more phenomena can be analyzed by means of 
different rules of this theory such as:  
 
1. The phenomenon of leaving the body. 
2. The phenomenon of some genius people. 
3. Talent and intelligence. 
4. The phenomenon of thinking. 
5. Miracle of man’s brain. 
6. The phenomenon of transmigration (as I’ll review in the second appendix). 
7. The concept of time. 
8. The phenomena of sleep and dreams. 
9. The phenomenon of telekinesis. 
10. Not distinguish between a living being and an object in essential thing. 
11. The phenomenon of magic. 
12. The phenomenon of man’s emotion, (love - hatred). 
13. Genius children. 
14. Miracles of treatment. 
15. Mind Reading. 
16. ESP (extrasensory perception) of man. 
17. Mental and psychological diseases. 
18. The phenomenon of conjuration. 
19. The phenomena of inspiration and intuition. 
20. Astrology. 
21. The problem of creation. 
22. An explanation for the phenomena of eternity and perpetuity - immortality. 
23. Many religious facts.  
24. Similar other wonders which have never been explained61.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
61 I hope to have the suitable chance to explain all those phenomena in detail either on paper or through 
lectures. 



 

 

2. The "SIBLO" Returns to a Materialistic Being Similar to That Occupied Earlier and to a 

Place Near Where It Previously Used to Exist in the Universe 

 

 

(Figure 15) 

 

Each event has other similar events. The number of these similar events is infinity, with infinity 
degrees of similarity. An event A, for example, has similar A1, A2, A3, …, A(infinity) and so do the 
events  B, C, D, E,… (Figure 15).  
 
There is no identical event to the event “itself” at all. Accordingly it is impossible to repeat the result 
itself or the event itself.  However, it is possible to repeat “similar result” or “similar event”. The 
degree of similarity of “similar result” differs from the original result.  The further the similar result 
with the passage of time from the original result the greater the difference becomes, and vice versa. 
 
As a matter of fact, in the following near time of the occurrence of the original result E (as in Figure 
15). Each event - made that result happen - will differ from its original one in a very slight way. 
Which made - in the near time - the occurrence of the result E1 rather more probable than the other 
ones E2,E3,E4, ..  
 
The probability that a mother (human one) will give birth to a human child is far more than the 
probability of giving birth to (any other creatures).  
 



 

Accordingly, the probability of repeating the similar result is much more than the probability of 
repeating the less similar result, and this in the present time.  
 
And if we limit the present time it will be found to be extending for millions of years! because of the 
very slight difference between the original result and its similar result.  Besides, any of the original 
events which made the original final event happen - the original result - such as the result E in 
(Figure 15) - changes very slowly.  
 
e.g. The successive events resulting in marriage - the result of marriage, or in the production of a 
computer, are similar to each marriage and any computer produced, and they change very slowly - in 
essence, the essence of the events themselves which made the result happen; the nature of those 
events as well as their components and type; as well as the order of their occurrence.  
 
Also, we all notice the big changes which take place in our life due to an action occurrence or make a 
rare decision, a decision of a world war, civilizational communication with creatures of other planet, 
men becoming pregnant, etc...  
 
In this way, much frequent events in our life are those which lie in an area near the original line of 
events, and vice versa, little frequent events in our life lie in an area that is far from the original line 
of events.  
 
If we apply this to the much frequent events in the generality as a whole (both the universe and the 
"non-existent universe")  they will be found to be lying near the original line of events. Which means 
that they may happen more probable than the events which lie far from it.  
 
Transportation or inflection took place for the "SIBLO" between the universe and the "non-existent 
universe" due to the much frequent events, because time is backward infinity and the supernatural 
being of human being - object is also existing from infinity backwards as well, and forces of repulsion 
and attraction in the universe (and their reverse forces in the "non-existent universe") act on that 
"SIBLO" from eternity, too. Therefore the frequency of repeating the "SIBLO" between the universe 
and the "non-existent universe" is very high and has occurred for very great - infinity times 62. I.e. A 
transportation for the "SIBLO" has taken place between the universe and the "non-existent 
universe" - lies in the near area - with great similarity- of the line of the original events.  Those events 
which made the "SIBLO" connect - if it connected - with a single materialistic being or with always 
similar materialistic characteristics.  
 
So we find that the "SIBM" of man returns to a man more probable than any other thing. Therefore 
most cases of transmigration - for man - used to take place through the appearance of a man in 
another man.  
 
And  any  animal  returns  to  an  animal  similar  to  it – an animal of the same family - more 
probable than returning in any other thing . And so does an object, the "SBO" or the Supernatural 
Being of an Object when moving around the “Natural Line” and infinitely existing in the universe, it 
returns to a materialistic object similar to the original object which used to contain it! That 
materialistic thing will be frequently appearing for long periods of time and very slightly changed.  
 
 
 

                                                           
62

 This applies to the present period, which is estimated to be of millions of years. 



 

Man may return to a materialistic being far from the materialistic being of man in similarity though 
less probable. The further in similarity the less this probability for the present period which is 
estimated to be of millions of years. 63 

 

In the same previous manner, the "SIBLO" in case of returning in a physical being, it returns 
(connected with this physical being) to the place it used to occupy in the universe more probable to 
returning to another place. Because the line of the original events which made this physically being 
appear in this very place is repeated at a very slight rate of change.  Therefore these repetitions which 
are near the line of the original events will result in the occurrence of “similar” final result.  
Accordingly, this return to the place does not mean exactly the same place, because the original 
events are impossible to repeat. However it is possible to repeat their similar ones. Therefore the 
"SIBM" of man returns in another human being to earth though in another place on it, on another 
continent or in another region of the same continent. So in most cases of transmigration a man used 
to appear on earth another time but in another place other than the exact previous place.  
 
The "SIBLO" can return to another distant place (another planet - Mars for example) but it is less 
probable. The greater the distance the less the probability and this in the present time which is 
estimated to be of millions of years. 64 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
63 That is to say in tens - hundreds of millions of years, these probabilities can differ, and this little probability 

may exist to a large degree. i.e. The "SIBM" may return in a physical being that is different from the present 
one of man largely - in everything - i.e. man who has much evolved biologically, thus became different from 
the present man largely or the "SIBM" of man started to transform into "SBO" of a mineral object, and this 
may be happen in the course of millions of years - exactly similar to what used to happen in the remote past 
when our supernatural beings used to settle in extremely different materialistic forms other than the human - 
biological form!! when our bodies' materials were part of the primary material which had created directly after 
the big bang that had occurred to the universe since 14.5 billion years ago! 

 
64 That is to say in tens - hundreds of years these probabilities can differ, and this little probability may exist to 

a large degree. i.e. Man may return to an extremely remote place away from earth, in the depths of the universe, 
similar to what used to happen in the remote past when our supernatural beings (as a group) used to settle in 
another place in the universe!! 



 

3.  Definition and Equation of the Theory of “Extraordinary Time Levels” 

 

3.1 The definitions 

 

The non-existent particle: It is a particle of “mass negative” (m~) and not “Negative Mass” (-M), 
and it has “charge negative” (s~) and not “Negative Charge” (-S), and it has “time negative” (t~) and 
not “Negative Time” (-T), and it has “place negative“ (p~) and not “Negative Place” (-P). And this 
particle is impossible to perceive. 
 
The "non-existent universe" n.e.u.: It is a universe which contains all the items of the universe 
but “in a non-existent way” or “in a way that does not exist” with respect to our universe. However it 
affects all generality, due to its nonexistence.  Each item of it is the opposite of its corresponding 
item in the universe. This universe is impossible to describe or imagine! .It has “time negative” (t~) 
in the same direction of the time of the universe and identical to it, and it has “place negative” (p~) 
in all generality which is impossible to perceive! 
 
Successive Causes or Events: They are infinity successive events each of which leads to a single 
following event that is inevitable to take place. They have been existing or remaining in an endless 
chain since eternity, and will exist or remain in an endless sequence. 
 
Supernatural Immortal Being of the Living Being - Object, the "SIBLO", or of Man, the 
"SIBM": It is an immortal - eternal -perpetual supernatural being, which exists in either the universe 
or the "non-existent universe". And it moves or inflects from one of them to the other in an 
extraordinary eternity. And it may appear in the universe as affecting a physical materialistic being 
which it occupies and controls and it may not. It is a store for all the endless knowledge which has 
been stored in it during its endless lives in the universe. It has a time, which when slowing down, its 
ability to “Visualize” that knowledge increases and it access such abilities known as extraordinary 
shown by the materialistic being it may be connected to! 
 
Repetition and Repetition Essence: “Repetition” means repeating the same event again which is 
impossible to happen. As for “Repetition essence”, it means the occurrence of “similar event” again, 
and this is possible. 
 
“Waiting Zone” and “Neutral Line” and Knowledge: “Waiting Zone” is the area in which the 
supernatural being of the living being - object (the "SIBLO") or that of man (the "SIBM") exists for 
ever, either in the universe or in the "non-existent universe". It is divided into two parts, one belongs 
to the universe and the other belongs to the "non-existent universe". The virtual line which separates 
the two parts is the “Neutral Line”. “Waiting Zone” has a time (Z) which ranges from zero at the 
“Neutral Line” to less than infinity around this line in both of the universes, infinity>Z>0, and the 
nearer the "SIBLO" or the "SIBM" to the “Neutral Line”, i.e. its time slows down, the more its 
ability to “visualize” knowledge till reaching the “Neutral Line” at which that ability becomes endless. 
However, it cannot stand still for a moment at this line! “Neutral Line” is the “THIRD UNIVERSE” 
or the "PERFECTION UNIVERSE" in this generality as a whole!! 
 
Forces of Attraction and Forces of Repulsion of the "SIBLO" & the "SIBM": “Forces of 
Attraction” are the forces which attract these supernatural beings to the universe.  And "Forces of 
Repulsion" drive them away from the universe, to the "non-existent universe". Both forces change in 
value every moment.  They have equal opposite forces in the same direction (and not in the opposite 
direction) and act in the same time in the "non-existent universe". 
 



 

3.2 Equations 

 

1. The probability of repeating the determinate result (i.e. the same result itself) = zero. 

 This probability = zero = 
                         

                       
 = 

                        

        
 = 

       

        
 

i.e. The number of events causing a certain determinate result is “definite” - “has a number”. 
 
2- The probability of occurrence of a certain result in the future or the probability of occurrence of 

“result essence” or determine “similar result” once again = 
                         

                       
 = 

        

        
 = 

indeterminate quantity (X) This quantity is positive, and lies between: 1>X>0. i.e. The no. of 
occurrence of a certain result or “result essence” or “similar result” (y) lies between: infinity>y>1. 
 
3- The probability that the "SIBLO" knows or can know a certain piece of information = 
                                    

                        
 = 

                      

                      
 = indeterminate quantity (N) lying 

between: 1>N>0. I.e. the "SIBLO" has known such piece of information for a certain number of 
times (R) lying between: infinity>R>1! and not: infinity>R>0. I.e. it-he knows, or can know any piece 
of information absolutely with a probability very close to 100%!! 
 
4- T proportional to D 
T=K×D 
T: Our ability to access knowledge. 
D: The degree of slowness of the time of our "SIBM", or the degree of penetrating into the “Waiting 
Zone”. 
K: Constant, called “Personal Constant” depends on the nature of the person from whom the 
amazing endless piece of information or knowledge comes through the infinity. 

 

 

Following: 

Extraordinary Time Levels 

Part 2 
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